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pathos the film likes to claim that it is a ‘gay film’, and that it is indeed a
celebratory look at gay culture that is both poignant and truthful; and, more often
than not, it does manage to convey both the pain and the humour of being gay.

Though the cast are lead by a woman, their primary object of study is male, and the
way that men use, subvert and benefit from gay culture becomes the focal point of

the film’s thesis. Nevertheless, in an unfortunate twist, the movie is distinctly
‘straight’ in its desire to see men as straight and gay as possible, and, though it

attempts to pull off a number of black comedy set-pieces, these are almost always
underpinned by terrible, heavy-handed, and stereotypical attitudes towards gay
people. On the whole, it is a very disappointing film. What are they, though? a
bunch of schmucks? A raggedy crew, cut and bruised and bleeding, with not a

thought in their grubby minds but a booze-soaked slobbering, blubbering on their
lips, then they go for you - both the artistes and the audience - with red-hot spit and
watery eyes? And then - Why? Why? Why does a writer and a director decide to set
this up as a study of self-destruction? How do they manage to turn this little tale of
the vapid, miserable and very shallow souls who have the whole world - and for that

matter, most of their fellow men - at their feet into a tribute to their own brilliant
and creative genius? They turn it into a tribute to their brilliant and creative genius.

They really do. Do you want to know why they do? And why they think they’re so
smart? Because they really are. And why do I say that? And because they really are.
Because they do. Because it’s true. The movie is all about these people - these guys
- and their brilliantly-written script and directorically-effective direction comes off as
an automatic indictment of the writer and the director themselves. Why would the

writer want to set up a whole movie as a tribute to himself and his ‘brilliant and
creative genius’ when he would almost certainly achieve the same thing by just
writing and directing a very good script and very good direction. And what’s the
point of that? Well, it is a bit like an argument that you have with someone who
says they love to win at games. A like an argument that you have with someone

who says they love to win at games. And you are totally not on that same level at
all as them. Why would you waste all your time on
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